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Walk 7:
Southfield, Marchup & High Laithe

Start & Finish: Addingham Main Street car park by Beckside Close,
LS29 0PD, SE 075 498,
Main Walk: about 2¾ miles (4.4km),
Height Gain 209ft
Shorter Walk: 2 miles (3.2km)
OS Maps: Explorer Sheet 297 or Landranger Sheet 104

Introduction:
This is a short walk round the top half of the village which includes

the ancient Southfield, the village nature reserve at Marchup Ghyll and the
‘Museum of Gateposts’ at High Laithe. The going is easy, on meadows and
public footpaths, though the section alongside the bypass can be muddy
when wet and there is a (shallow) ford so good footwear is needed.

The Daniel Palmer Nature Reserve at Marchup Ghyll
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The Walk
Starting from the small car park at Beckside Close on Main

Street, cross the bridge in the top corner and continue up the track
to, and through, the little wicket gate which is between two field gates.
These gates were once used by the farmers with barns on Main Street
to gain access to their fields.

When through the gate, you are in Great Meadow with
Newlands Field beyond the wall to your left and Brogden Meadow
the next field to the right. These are known as The Sailor Fields. The
small building in Brogden Meadow, partly hidden by a tree, is all that
remains of an unsuccessful coal mining operation in the mid-19th

century.
Walk straight up the field beside the wall to the gap beside

a large tree. This is now rather narrow and awkward because the 200
year old oak has, as it has grown, pushed over the stile and steps in
a much older wall (drawing on the next page). Climb over this
‘crooked’ stile with care and turn right along the hollow lane towards
another stile at the end. The lane is hollow because the surface was
formed by excavation, with the soil piled into a low bank on one side.

High Laithe

Marchup
Ghyll
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This was done in the Middle Ages to make
a boundary between ‘common’ arable land
– the village’s strip-farmed Southfield to the
left – and the privately owned fields to the
right between here and Main Street. This
lane was used to access these strips - there
is still a short length of 18th Century cobbled
and kerb path through the end stile.

Through the field gate on the left just
before the stile can be seen evidence of a
strip of the field having been separately
enclosed. The left-hand gatepost here is
19th Century but the right hand one is of an
earlier type.

After the stile, turn left up the
field, alongside the hedge, and at the top of the field, near the bypass,
turn right (‘Dales High Way’) along the path parallel with the road,
under the overhanging hedge. Note: The narrow part before the
next gate can be muddy in wet weather.

Continue through the field but bear left to a gate in the top
left-hand corner and along behind the housing estate. After a field
gate, the path drops down to a beck, which is forded using the stony
bed, before turning right along the hedge. Note: This ford is at the
top of a small waterfall and is normally shallow, but may test
your footwear! On the right here is Street Farm, named after the
Roman Road (‘The Street’)
from Tadcaster to Ribchester
which passes this point. At the
bottom of the field go down
the winding steps and then
left across Marchup Beck by
means of the stepping stones
(do not cross the wooden
bridge yet - that comes later).
This shady spot where the two
becks meet is known locally as
the Fairy Dell - photo above
(look out for the fairies!).

Fork left at the top of
the steps to enter the Daniel
Palmer Nature Reserve. This
area, now known as Marchup
Ghyll, was a Victorian landfill
site largely composed of ash
and glass when the late Cllr

Drawing by Arnold Pacey

The Fairy Dell
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Daniel Palmer arranged for it to be covered with soil and planted with
trees and wild flowers. That was in 2003 and it is now maturing into
a valuable wildlife area, maintained by village volunteers (see photos
on page 1 & right).

Take the path up to the woodland at the top and follow this
round the wood and then
retrace your steps but go
down the little meadow on
the left  - this area is ablaze
with colourful flowers in
season -  to the steps on
the right and back down to
the Fairy Dell. Now cross
the stepping stones and
the wooden bridge to
follow the footpath above
the beck to Big Meadow
Drive. Cross the road and
go down to continue following the beck. On the opposite bank, near
the bottom of the field, is a building called the Band ‘Oile which is
marked by a Blue Plaque at the Silsden Road entrance (see Walk 4).

The gate at the bottom leads into the Townhead Trading
Estate. This is on the site of Townhead Mill (1966 photo below), one
of Addingham’s five textile mills, which was built about 1798, originally
as a cotton spinning mill but soon converted to producing worsted
yarn. The mill burnt down about 1980 and there are now industrial
units of various sizes. Situated on the right at the yard entrance, the
attractive house, with its classical doorway, was built for the mill
manager.

Cross Main Street, climb the steps opposite, and go left
up Green Lane. At The Green, turn right along School Lane and left
along the footpath just after Shearing Path (sp ‘Haw Pike’). The Green

Townhead Mill in 1966
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used to be larger but was divided into two when Green Lane was built
across it in the 1950s as access to the Council House Estate.

The shorter route continues along School Lane to a
footpath left at the point where the road bends right. This path passes
chicken runs beside Back Beck to Chapel Street, where it rejoins the
full walk (see below).

The full walk now enters the Bracken Hill Golf Course but the
hollow area on the left (the 17th green) was Vicar Wood Quarry, earlier
known as Spencer’s Gill and then as Walker’s Gill, one of the many
small quarries in the area. Stone from here was used to build the
Church tower in the 18th century as well as local houses but was last
used for the War memorial, built in 1920. The public footpath bears
right, crosses a stream and turns left to follow the coloured posts up
the left-hand hedge, past a large tree, then across the fairway (watch
out for golf balls!) to a coloured post and gate opposite. Follow the
path up to a small gate and continue up two meadows to a ruined
barn at the top, in the field on the left. This is High Laithe (photo right),
an 18th century field barn which, like many in Addingham, was
enlarged to provide extra accommodation for cattle and hay. Near the
barn is a remarkable collection of gateposts (once referred to as a
‘Museum of
Gateposts’) which
may be older than
the barn as the
square holes in
them were made to
hold crooks of
timber which
hinged the gate.
This method was
used when iron
was in short supply.

This point marks a turning point - from the barn, cross to the
high hedge and keep this on the left, going down the meadows to a
gate at the far, bottom left, corner of the third field. The path here joins
Long Riddings Lane (behind the hedge) which was probably the
medieval road to the village’s High Field. Continue down the lane and
turn right into Chapel Street. Where this road, shortly, bends left (the
Shorter Route rejoins here) is the original Wesleyan Methodist
Chapel, built in 1778 (now housing) - the present Methodist Church
on the right was a school.

Follow Chapel Street down to Main Street and, right, to the
start point.


